
Today’s Challenge:  Balancing Act!
The name of today’s challenge is Balancing Act! 

This is a two part problem.  In part 1 you will have 4 minutes to build your solutions and 
practice. In Part 2 you will have 3 minutes to accumulate score.

Your problem is to build devices that can balance different kinds of balls off the ground.  For the 
purpose of this problem,  a balancing device must be free standing and balance a ball at least 1 
inch off the ground.  To be considered successful, the ball must stay balanced until testing time 
expires.  The device must also be free standing.

If a ball should fall off a balancing device during testing, the team has the option to re-test that 
ball or move on. Only balls that successfully balanced at the end of the testing period will be 
scored. 

Team members must place all their devices in the 1ft by 1ft designated area.

Score will be as follows:
Each ball that successfully balances will score the points based on the height of structure that 
balances it.  For example, if the structure is 5 inches high, that ball is worth five points.
Each balancing device will be worth half its height.  Half inches will be rounded down.  For 
example, if a team’s balancing structure is 5 inches high, the team will receive 2 points.
Penalties:  Team will be penalized for violated the spirit of the problem.
Creativity of the solution will receive 1-20
Teamwork will receive 1-20

Problem Expectations, Checklist and Scoring!Problem Expectations, Checklist and Scoring!
Scoring: (Balancing structures and balls)

Penalties:  

Creativity:  

Teamwork:  

Total Points:  Total Points:  

4 minutes to create              3 minutes to test4 minutes to create              3 minutes to test

 Odyssey of the Mind! Spontaneous!
Team Name:                                                                     

Team Members:

**  Divided and conquer!  Make sure everyone has a job to do!  Make sure each part of the problem is being solved!



Teamwork Strengths and Skills
Grade your team 5 (high)  2 (average) 1 (Need improvement)

Teamwork Strengths and Skills
Grade your team 5 (high)  2 (average) 1 (Need improvement)

Cooperation (Everyone on our team listened to one another and contributed to 
the team’s solution)

Attitude (Everyone hand a positive attitude on our team.)

Assertiveness (Everyone got right to work!)

Manners (Everyone treated each other with respect)

Pride (Everyone did their best work on the their part of the team’s solution!)

Safe-Responsible-Respectful (Our group met all school behavior expectations.)

Total Points

Team Name:                                                  Team Members:

Alphabetical Adjective List
A: B: C: D:

E: F: G: H:

I: J: K: L:

M: N: O: P:

Q: R: S: T:

U: V: W: X:

Y: Z:

Problem Solution Problem Solution

gloves storms

litter cars

 Odyssey of the Mind! Spontaneous!
Team Name:                                                                     

Team Members:

**  Divided and conquer!  Make sure everyone has a job to do!  Make sure each part of the problem is being solved!


